**LEGEND**

- In situ coloured concrete paving with exposed aggregate charcoal colour & decorative saw cuts
- 600x300 Bluestone pavers in stretcher bond pattern
- 300x300 Bluestone pavers in grid pattern
- Asphalt paving
- Stainless steel bollards to delineate vehicle / pedestrian space
- Tactile indicators for visually impaired
- Rubbish bin
- Custom timber seating bench to match existing mall
- Existing tree to be protected and retained
- Proposed tree

**STREET TREES**

- **(note: semi-mature sizes only shown)**

**FURNITURE**

- To match existing mall furniture

**DESIGN INTENT IMAGES / OBJECTIVES**

- Extension of mall aesthetic, materials and planting into Nicholson Street to create coherence and consistency within CBD area
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